Let G be an undirected graph with V vertices and E edges. Many algorithms have been developed for enumerating all spanning trees in G. Most of the early algorithms use a technique called`backtracking'. Recently, several algorithms using a dierent technique have been proposed by Kapoor and Ramesh (1992) , Matsui (1993) , and Shioura and Tamura (1993). They nd a new spanning tree by exchanging one edge of a current one. This technique has the merit of enabling us to compress the whole output of all spanning trees by outputting only relative changes of edges.
Let G be an undirected graph (not necessary simple) with V vertices fv 1 ; 1 1 1 ; v V g and E edges fe 1 ; 1 1 1 ; e E g: We dene two types of edge-sets which are necessary for our algorithm, so-called fundamental cuts and fundamental cycles. Let T be a spanning tree of G: Throughout this paper, we represent a spanning tree by its edge-set of size V 01: For any edge f 2 T ; deletion of f from T yields two connected components. The fundamental cut associated with T and f is dened as the set of edges connecting these components, and is denoted by C ut(T nf): Likewise, we dene the fundamental cycle associated with T and g 6 2 T ; as the set of edges contained in the unique cycle of T [ g: We will denote it as C yc(T [g): From denition, T nf[g is a spanning tree for any f 2 T and any g 2 C ut(T nf); Similarly, for any g 6 2 T and any f 2 C yc(T [g); T [gnf is also a spanning tree. These properties are useful for enumerating spanning trees, because by using fundamental cuts or cycles we can construct a dierent spanning tree from a given one by exchanging exactly one edge.
Given a graph G; let S(G)=(T ; A) be the graph whose vertex-set T is the set of all spanning trees of G and whose edge-set A consists of all pairs of spanning trees which 3 are obtained from each other by exchanging exactly one edge using some fundamental cut or cycle. For example, the graph S(G 1 ) of the left one G 1 is shown in Figure 1 .
Our algorithm nds all spanning trees of G by implicitly traversing some spanning tree D of S(G): In order to output all (V 01) edges of each spanning tree, 2(jT j1V ) = 2(N1V ) time is required. However, if we output all edges of the rst spanning tree, and then only the sequence of exchanged edge-pairs of G obtained by traversing D; we need only 2(jT j + V ) = 2(N+V ) time, because jDj = jT j01 and exactly two edges of G are exchanged for each edge of D: Furthermore, by scanning such a`compact' output, one can construct all spanning trees. Since we adopt such a compact output, it becomes desirable to nd the next spanning tree from a current one eciently in constant time.
3 Basic ideas and naive algorithm.
In this section we explain the basic ideas and the naive algorithm. We dene the total orders over the vertex-set fv 1 ; 1 1 1 ; v V g and the edge-set fe 1 ; 1 1 1 ; e E g of G by their indices as v 1 < v 2 < 1 1 1 < v V and e 1 < e 2 < 1 1 1 < e E : Especially, we call the smallest vertex v 1 the root. For each edge e; we call the smaller incident vertex the tail, denoted by @ + e and call the larger one the head, denoted by @ 0 e: Relative to a spanning tree T of G; if the unique path in T from vertex v to the root v 1 contains a vertex u then u is called an ancestor of v and v is a descendant of u: Similarly, for two edges e and f in T ; we call e an ancestor of f and f a descendant of e if the unique path in T from f to the root v 1 contains e: A`depth-rst spanning' tree of G is a spanning tree which is found by some depth-rst search of G: It is known that a depth-rst spanning tree is dened as a spanning tree such that for each edge of G; its one incidence vertex is an ancestor of the other.
In our algorithm, we make several assumptions for the vertex-set and the edge-set of G:
Assumption (1). T 0 is a depth-rst spanning tree of G:
Assumption (2 Vertices and edges of graph G 2 in Figure 2 satisfy these assumptions. In fact, one can nd T 0 and sort vertices and edges of G in O(V +E) time so that G satises the above assumptions by applying Tarjan's depth-rst search [10] . We note that assumptions (1), (2) , and (3) are sucient for the correctness of our algorithm. We, however, need further assumptions (4) and (5) for an ecient implementation. For any nonempty subset S of fe 1 ; 1 1 1 ; e E g; Min(S) denotes the smallest edge in S: For convenience, we assume that Min(;) = e V :
Lemma 3.1. [9] Under assumptions (1) and (3) , for any spanning tree T Figure 1 , all child-parent pairs are shown by the arrows in Figure 3 . Each arrow goes from a child to its parent. We can see that all arrows construct a spanning tree of S(G 1 ) rooted at T 0 :
Let D be the spanning tree of S(G) consisting of all child-parent pairs of spanning trees. Our algorithm implicitly traverses D from T 0 by recursively scanning all children of a current spanning tree. Thus we must nd all children of a given spanning tree, if they exist. The next lemma gives a useful idea for this. Under assumptions (1) and (3) Initially, algorithm all-spanning-trees(G) calls nd-children( ) with arguments T 0 and V 01; and all spanning trees of G are found. Figure 4 shows the enumeration tree of spanning trees in graph G 1 : Theorem 3.3. [9] Algorithm all-spanning-trees( ) outputs each spanning tree exactly once.
Proof.
From Lemma 3.2, every spanning tree dierent from T 0 is output once for each time its parent is output. From Lemma 3.1, for any spanning tree T c other than T 0 ; its parent always exists and is uniquely determined. Since T 0 is the ancestor of all spanning trees, the algorithm outputs each spanning tree exactly once. (or (T p ; k01) ), the necessity of the entering edge-set E ntr(T c ; e k01 ) (or E ntr(T p ; e k01 )) occurs for the rst time. The key point is nding an entering edge-set E ntr(T c ; e k01 ) (or E ntr(T p ; e k01 )) eciently. For constructing an entering edge-set eciently, our implementation maintains edge-sets C an(e j ; T p ; k) for j = 1; 1 1 1 ; k dened below. Let T p be a spanning tree and Here we use this notation in the sense that C an(e j ; T p ; k)
is a set of`candidates' of the entering edges E ntr(T p ; e j ) for a leaving edge e j at the state (T p ; k):
We can nd E ntr(T p ; e k ) very easily by maintaining C an(e j ; T p ; k) for j = 1; 1 1 1 ; k; because C an(e k ; T p ; k) = E ntr(T p ; e k ) from denition (4.1). When we nd a child T c of T p ; we update C an(e j ; T p ; k) for j = 1; 1 1 1 ; k to C an(e j ; T c ; k01) for j = 1; 1 1 1 ; k01: On the other hand, after we have found all children of T p not containing e k01 ; we construct C an(e j ; T p ; k01) for j = 1; 1 1 1 ; k01 from C an(e j ; T p ; k) for j = 1; 1 1 1 ; k: Eciency of our implementation depends on how to maintain C an(3; 3; 3) eciently. Figure 5 shows states and edge-sets C an(3; 3; 3) during enumerating all spanning trees of G 1 in Figure 1 . For example, at the initial state (T 0 ; 3); C an(e 1 ; T 0 ; 3) = ;; C an(e 2 ; T 0 ; 3) = fe 4 g; C an(e 3 ; T 0 ; 3) = fe 5 g: At the succeeding states (T 1 ; 2) and (T 0 ; 2); C an(e 1 ; T 1 ; 2) = ;; 10 C an(e 2 ; T 1 ; 2) = fe 4 g; and C an(e 1 ; T 0 ; 2) = fe 5 g; C an(e 2 ; T 0 ; 2) = fe 4 g: Here we consider how to maintain such edge-sets. First we show that the initial edge-sets C an(e j ; T 0 ; V 01) for j = 1; 1 1 1 ; V 01 can be found easily. Since E ntr(T 0 ; e j ) = C ut(T 0 ne j ) n e j ; C an(e j ; T 0 ; V 01) can be written as:
C an(e j ; T 0 ; V 01) = Under assumptions (1) and (4), an edge e 6 2 T 0 belongs to C ut(T 0 ne j ) if and only if @ 0 e is a descendant of @ 0 e j and @ + e is an ancestor of @ + e j relative to T 0 ; that is, if and only if @ 0 e @ 0 e j and @ + e @ + e j : In addition, under assumption (3), for e 6 2 T 0 ; e j is the largest edge with e 2 C ut(T 0 ne j ) if and only if @ 0 e = @ 0 e j and @ + e @ + e j :
From the lemma, we can nd C an(e j ; T 0 ; V 01) for j = 1; 1 1 1 ; V 01 in O(V + E ) time by applying a depth-rst search. 
